paper, all rings R are associative rings with identity element, and all modules are unitary left iϋ-modules. B^f denotes the category of all left i?-modules. E(M) denotes the injective envelope of Me R <^fί. In homological expressions, the "R" will be omitted for convenience in printing (e.g. Ext^ = Ext 1 Throughout this paper, ^~ will denote a hereditary torsion class will denote the torsionfree class corresponding to j?~\ hence is a hereditary torsion theory [4] , [10] , and [17] . Each such is uniquely associated with a topologizing and idempotent filter F(^r) -{I \ JG R and R/IeJ^} of left ideals of R.
In [5] the right derived functors for a hereditary torsion class J7~ are examined. These derived functors are given by and R%(A) = R n^\ E{A)\A) for n ^ 2. If A is injective, then R^(A) = 0 for Λ ^ 1. If ie/; then B ι ([8] , [9] , and [15] ) if Ext 1 (Γ, Af) = 0 for all Γey; (Note: in [14] ^injective modules are called i ?7 (^")-divisible.) This happens exactly when ^(E(M)/M) = 0 (see [8] The
AA) = (^~E(A)/A). A module M is called ^-injective

submodule EAM) of jE'(ikf) is the (unique) largest module satisfying MS E^(M) S #(ikf) and EAM)/Me^.
We call JS7^(Λf) the ^-injective envelope of Λf. E^(M) exists [14] and is .^injective. If iϋe^7 then we will use Q^-to denote EAR)* Q^ has a ring structure [8] and has received attention in a large number of papers (e.g. [7] , [8] , [9] , and [15] ).
A module M is said to split if J7~(M) is a direct summand of M. We now state a lemma giving some properties of ^injective modules. LEMMA 
(1) S~ is stable if and only if every ^-injective modules splits.
(2) A direct summand of a Jf~-injective module is ^"-injective.
is a ^-injective module and if θ: A->B is an epimorphism, then θ~ι{^~(B)) = {x e A \ θ(x) e ^(B)} is ^-injeetive.
(4) If j^Γ is stable, then every ^-injective module in j^7~ is infective.
Hence A = J^(#(A)) © (F n A). Since J^(#(A)) -^~(A) in this case, then A splits.
The converse is immediate from [2, Prop. 2.1] .
(2) This is well-known and straight forward to prove. We now turn our attention to an important special torsion theory. The class & of Goldie torsion modules is the smallest class containing all isomorphic copies of all factor modules A/B, where B is an essential submodule of A (see [1] , [2] , [16], and [17] 2* .^divisible modules* Historically the class of divisible modules has been very useful in studying modules over a commutative integral domain. Frequently subclasses of the class of divisible modules have also yielded interesting results (e.g. see [11] and [12] ). One such subclass studied by Matlis is the class of h-divisible modules, i.e., those modules which are homomorphic images of injective modules. A class related to the Λ-divisible modules is the class of divisible modules M such that every nonzero homomorphic image of M has a nonzero A-divisible submodule. For reasons indicated later, we refer to this latter class as the ^/-divisible modules. We shall show that not only does the class of ^-divisible modules satisfy many interesting properties but also it allows us to "smooth out" some of Matlis' results. For example, Matlis proves [11, Cor. 2.6 ] that every divisible module splits if and only if (1) h.d. Q ^ 1 (where Q is the quotient field of R) and (2) T = Ext 1 (Q/R, T) for every torsion divisible module T with 0 as its only ^-divisible submodule. We remove condition (2) by only considering ^-divisible modules: every ^-divisible module splits if and only if h.d. Q <^ 1 (see Corollary 4.6) .
However, we will not limit our investigation to modules over a commutative integral domain. We are able to state our entire theory in terms of hereditary torsion theories (^, JF*) of modules over an associative ring R with identity element.
To do this, we begin by defining subclasses ^a of R^f S for each ordinal number a.
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= {M e R^£ I M is a homomorphic image of a direct sum of^i njective modules}. If a is not a limit ordinal, then <g^ = {Me ^ I IN S Λί" such that iVe ^_ t and M/ΛΓe <gy. If a is a limit ordinal, then <g^ = {Λf e R^€ \ M = U JJ< JVjs where JV), 6 ^ for /S < a}. This transίinite definition is similar to the construction of a Loewy series [6] . Clearly <g^ S ^α for β ^a.
It is straight forward to show that each <g^ is closed under homomorphic images and direct sums.
If R is a commutative integral domain and if the torsion class is taken to be ^, it follows that each ^ is a subclass of the (usual) class of divisible modules. Also, over a commutative integral domain, any divisible module in ^ is injective.
These two facts, plus the fact that each ^ depends on ^7 motivates the terminology, "^divisible module", for any hereditary torsion theory (_^7 ^)
over an Y ring. [3, VII, Prop. 1.3] ; so (i) holds.
Since any nonzero g^-torsionfree injective module is a direct sum of copies of the quotient field Q, then M contains a maximal 5^-torsionfree injective module B (possibly B = 0). Set M = A@ B. By (b) A contains an ^-divisible submodule H,. From [11, Theorem 1.1] and [3, VII. Prop. 1.3) , it follows that H, = gf {H x ) φ F with F e <yΓ injective. By the definition of B, F = 0. Hence iϊ, S gf (A) = gτ(Λf). Using similar reasoning on A/H 19 we can find iϊ 2 ϋ A such that iϊi/ Hi is an h-άivisible submodule of ^(A/H^ = gf (A)/^. Thus iϊ 2 e 9T 2 n ^. If ^ is a limit ordinal and Hye^Π^ has been defined for all 7 < β, define H β = U r<J sΐΓ r ; then fl"^ e ^ Π ^. Proceeding by transfinite induction, the reader can now easily show that there exists H a e c^a such that H a = gf(A) = gf (M); so (ii) holds. EXAMPLE 2.2. The homomorphic image of a ^injective module need not be j^divisible.
Let K be a field, let ϋJ = K[x, y] (commutative), and let M = (x, y). Define
Then [15, p. 40, Ex. 3] and [8, Theorem 4.5] show that there exists a J^lj-injective module E e J^M with a homomorphic image 2?/!?' e such that £//£" is not ,^^-injective. Thus £y£" is not F or later use, we note that since R is a commutative Noetherian ring, then JΓ M is stable by [15, Prop. 5.12 ].
Our first result shows that the class of ^^divisible modules satisfies some traditional properties [3, p. 128 ] of modules over a commutative integral domain. PROPOSITION 
(1) If Jf~ is stable, then every ίnjective module is ^-divisible. ( 2 ) If S~ is stable, then every ^-injective module is ^-divisible. (3) Every Jf-injective module in J7~ is ^-divisible. (4) Every ^'-divisible module in J^ is J/^ injective.
Proof.
(1) and (2) . Since every injective module is î t is sufficient to show that every ^^injective module A is J^divisible. By Lemma 1.1 (1), A splits, and hence J/~(A) and A/^~(A) are botĥ^i njective by Lemma 1.1 (2) . Thus A is J^divisible. (3) and (4) 
Proof. (1) follows from Proposition 2.3 (1). (2) follows from Proposition 2.3 (2). ( 3 ) Suppose that A-5φCand that A e ^jΠ Then ^'(B) = π(j?~(A))
, where π is the projection map from A to B. Since J7~{A) e f or some ordinal a and since ^ is closed under homomorphic images, then ^~{B) e <Sf α also. Since A e Sf^\ then AI^~(A) is^injective.
Since A/jr(A) = (B/jr(B))φ(C/j7-(C)), then B/JΓ(B)
is j^injective by Lemma 1.1 (2) . Therefore B is ^divisible.
(4) Let A, Be3f^\ and let
be an exact sequence. Since A, Be£^\^7 the induced sequence
is exact. Since J7~ is stable, it follows from the preceding sequence that R'AX/^iX)) = 0. Hence X/^~(X) is j^injective. Since A, Be &y, then ^~(A) e %f a and ^~(B) e ^ for some ordinals a and β. Since RA&) -0> the sequence
is exact. It is straight forward to verify from this sequence that jrcar) G ςf a+β .
(5) follows from (4) (4) are given in [8, Theorem 4.5] .
(ii) The equivalence of (2) and (3) is due to C. Megibben, who communicated this equivalence to the author in a personal letter (Jan., 1971) . The author wishes to thank Professor Megibben for sending him the result. Moreover, the proof of the equivalence of (2) and (3) (2) . It follows from the exactness of the sequence 
is also j^injective by (4) .
From the definition of .^divisible, it follows that θ(j?~~{D)) e for some ordinal a. By Lemma 1.1 (3), θ" ι {^~{MIΘ{S'{D)))) is injective. Thus and consequently J?~{M) e ^a+i COROLLARY 
The class Sf^ of ^-divisible modules is closed under homomorphίc images.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.5 and [1, p. 197] . We shall say that the filter F{S~) is ^noetherian if the following property holds: if I γ c I 2 c I 3 is a countable ascending chain of left ideals whose union is in F(^~), then I n e F(^) for some n. The reader is directed to [8] and [15] for an extensive discussion of thê~n oetherian property. Our next proposition adds another equivalent condition to the lists given in [8, Theorem 4.4] and [15, Prop. 12 
Proof. Let A be a ^injective module, let F be a free module, and let L = E y -(F)/Fe^\
By the hypothesis, the sequence (
1) ExV(EXF)JF, H) = 0 /or αM free modules F. (2) Every homomorphism from a free module F into H can be extended to a homomorphism from EXF) into H. (3) H is a homomorphic image of a j7~~-injective module.
Proof. (1) => (2 ) follows from the exact sequence
Horn (EXF), H) --> Horn (F, H) -Ext 1 (EχF)/F, H).
(2)=> (3)is trivial since every module is a homomorphic image of a free module.
(3) => (1). Let A be a ^injective module, and let Θ:A-+H be an epimorphism. It follows from (*) that h.d. E^(F)/F g 1 for any free module F. Using this fact, we have the exact sequence
Since A is .^injective, the left end of this sequence is also 0, and hence (1) follows from the exactness of the sequence.
REMARK. Lemma 3.3 is a generalization of [11, Prop. 2.1] (see also [13, Prop. 3 
.1]). If ReJ^
and F(^) is ^noetherian, then condition (2) in Lemma 3.3 can be replaced by the following condition: every homomorphism from R into H can be extended to a homomorphism from Q^ into H.
The next lemma gives us conditions which are sufficient to insure that every .^divisible module is a homomorphic image of a module. LEMMA 
If Rz^, if F{^~) is <y-noetherian, and if (*) holds, then every ^-divisible module is a homomorphic image of â -injective module.
Proof. Let D e 3f^~\ so DI^~{D) is ^injective. Temporarily assume that ^~{D) is a homomorphic image of a ^injective module. Then by Lemma 3.3, the sequence Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and the hypothesis, (*) holds. Since F(^) is .^noetherian, the Lemma 3.4 implies every .^divisible is a homomorphic image of a ^^injective module. Consequently, every homomorphic image of a .^divisible module is also a homomorphic image of a ^injective module; so the result follows from the hypothesis. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that J7~ is stable. If every homomorphic image of a ^-divisible module is ^"-injective, then every homomorphic image of a jT^injective module is j7~-injective.
Proof. Since ^ is stable, Proposition 2.1 (2) implies that everŷ injective module is ^divisible; so the result now follows from the hypothesis.
Collecting our previous results, we obtain: THEOREM 
Suppose that ^~ is stable and that F(^~) is JTn oetherian. If Re J^, then the following statements are equivalent.
(
1) Every homomorphic image of a ^-divisible module is ^Γ-injective.
2) Every homomorphic image of a ^"-injective module is ^7~-injective. (3) Every left ideal in F(^) is protective.
Proof. (1) => ( 2 ) is immediate from Proposition 3.6; (2 ) => (1) is immediate from Proposition 3.5; and (2)<=> (3) is [9, Prop. 3.3] .
MARK L. TEPLY COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose that R has a semi-simple left maximal quotient ring. Then every homomorphic image of a ^-divisible module is injective if and only if R is hereditary.
As a special case of Corollary 3.8, we obtain the following characterization of a Dedekind domain. COROLLARY 
Let R be a commutative integral domain. Then every homomorphic image of a ^-divisible module is injective if and only if R is a Dedekind domain.
REMARKS. From Corollary 3.9 we see that if R is a Dedekind domain, then every S^-di visible module is injective, and hence every divisible module is ^-divisible. However, the classes of divisible and g^-divisible modules may coincide without R being a Dedekind domain. In particular, if R is a commutative integral domain with quotient field Q that is a countably generated iϋ-module, then every divisible module is ^-divisible by [11, Theorem 1.3] and Corollary 2.6. THEOREM 3.10. // ^~ is stable, then the following statements are equivalent.
1) A module is ^-divisible if and only if it is ^-injective. (2) Every ^-divisible module is ^-injective. (3) Every ^-divisible module in J^ is injective. Moreover , each of the above three statements implies that the following statements are true.
(a) F(J7~) satisfies the ascending chain condition.
By (2), T is J^injective. Since is stable, Lemma 1.1 (4) implies T is injective. ( 3) => (1). Since ^~ is stable, any ^injective module is ^divisi-ble by Proposition 2.3 (2). So we need to show that any .^divisible module is ^injective.
( 3) => ( a). Let I 1 £ I 2 £ / 3 £ be an ascending chain with each I n eF{^~).
Since J7~ is stable, each E(R/I n )e^Z and hence Θ Σ*=i E(R/I n ) e ^Z Now any direct sum of injective modules in is ^divisible and hence injective by (3) . Therefore (BΣ*n is injective. We now can complete the proof of (a) by a standard argument. Let /= U~=i^> and define θ: I -* © Σ»=i E(R/I n ) via x-> (x + I n ) for all x e I. By injectivity, θ extends to a map from R to Θ Σn=i E(R/I n ). Since R has an identity element, it follows that I = I m for some integer m.
is exact, and hence Ext 2 (_, M) = 0. Therefore, inj dim M ^ 1. Proof. (1)<=> (2)<=> (3)=> (4) is immediate from Theorem 3.10. (4)=* (3). Let Ge^ΠS^. Let {A a \aej^} be the set of submodules of G which are homomorphic images of injective modules. Set A = Σaess A a . If θ a \ E a -+A a is an epimorphism of an injective module E a , then by (4) A a is injective. We wish to show that E = 0 Σαe.*' A a is injective.
To see E is injective, it is sufficient to show that, for each essential left ideal I of R, any homomorphism φ\I-*E can be extended to a homomorphism φ'ι R->E. Since Ee &, then //kerφe ^ so since IeF(5f), it follows that kerφeF(^) also. Hence i2/ker^ has a.c.c. on submodules by (4) . But then //ker φ is finitely generated, and hence im ^£®Σ αe^4 where & is a finite subset of Stf. Since a direct sum of finitely many injective modules is injective, then ψ can be extended to φ'\ R -* ©Σ«e^ Ar S N ow i? is injective; so A is also injective by (4) . Hence G = A 0 X for some Ig G. Since Xe & is ^-divisible by Proposition 2.4 (3) , then X -0 by the construction of A and the definition of ^-divisible. Hence G -A is injective.
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